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Abstract
This paper explore the design of aperture-coupled slot
antenna with the usage of Co-Planar Waveguide (CPW)
feeding with finite ground plane is proposed. The proposed
design of antenna offers suitable impedance matching,
unidirectional radiation sample and occasional go
polarization. The antenna become analysed with
extraordinary dimensions of slot with specific geometries
and the effect of evaluation is carried out on this paper.
Simulation effects are obtained thru rectangular aperturecoupling of width λg/4 with slits at the ground plane fed by
CPW. Using substrate of different substances FR-4 and RT
Duroid analysis of the advantage of an antenna is finished
the use of CST software program. Slot antenna with coplaner waveguide (CPW) feeding is favoured Due to low
dispersion and simplicity of integration with various
energetic and passive gadgets. The ground plane is added
at the back side of the substrate. This ground plane
behaves as reflector this results in maximum Directivity in
one direction. It is found that the proposed antenna
exhibits directivity of 10dBi using reflector at the back
side of a substrate. It has been observed that with increase
in the width of the slot dimension from λg/10 to λg/4, gain
of antenna is improved from 1.1 dB to 4.9 dB with shift in
resonant frequency It suggests that using substrate of low
dielectric consistent gives exact radiation pattern, high gain
and directivity because of low dielectric and surface wave
losses. Using RT-Duroid substrate desirable go back loss is
received of -24.34 dB as evaluate to FR-four substrate due
to low floor wave losses which ends up into greater
fringing field and higher radiation sample. The simulation
consequences are obtained by way of the usage of
Computer simulation Technology (CST) Microwave studio
software. The proposed antenna design may be carried out
for wireless device in GSM900 and can be included with
lively or passive gadgets which can be used for RF Energy
Harvesting.
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1. Introduction
A Slot antenna has superb overall performance traits in
phrases of its operating frequency range, less weight, and
easily integration with monolithic microwave included
circuits, those traits makes it suitable to use for broadband
conversation machine [1]. These antennas offer numerous
gains over common micro strip antennas as they provide
bidirectional or unidirectional radiation sample and true
impedance matching. In comparison to micro strip line
feeding a slot antenna with CPW feeding gives advantage
of low dispersion, low spurious radiations and clean to
integrate with lively gadgets [2]-[3]. The antenna with
micro strip line feeding results in misalignment because it
requires etching on both the facet of substrate. In the
proposed scheme Slot antenna may be excited with CPW
feeding because in this approach slot etching feeding is
unmarried sided, this allows in decreasing the alignment
blunders.
The effective dielectric consistent and traits impedance of
the feed may be predicted from the diverse parameters like
measurement of centre strip, thickness, gap and the
permittivity of the dielectric substrate. [4] Conductor
subsidized CPW is used to have extra ground plane at the
lowest of the substrate. The shape of the antenna can be
benefitted of mechanical ruggedness with this extra ground
plane. And it is able to be used as a warmness sink for
lively and passive devices. For conductor primarily based
CPW, quasi TEM is the dominant mode that offers zero
reduce-off frequency. Inductive coupling having finite
ground plane can also be applied for CPW feed rectangular
Slot antenna. [5].For strength contributing arrays and for
oscillator layout It can used with active devices [6].
Slot antenna with CPW feeding produces twin frequency
bands one is 893 MHz-908 MHz and the alternative is
1450 MHz-1463 MHz. Hence it may aid the operation of
GSM and CPS inside the extraordinary frequency bands
This function can full fill the requirement of dual or a
couple of band antennas. Transient solver method is used
for simulation of the antenna in CST microwave studio
package. At 900 Mhz for the impedance matching
optimization, the slot width is varied from λg/10 to λg/6.
And the simulation results for these slot width is compared.
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By varying the scale of the slots the antenna may be
optimized at a resonating frequency of 900 Mhz

Slot length

λ/2

2. Antenna Design

Width of the slot

λg/10

feeding technique

CPW

The shape of proposed square inductive coupled slot
antenna fed by means of CPW with finite floor plane is
illustrated in fig.1 . This antenna is layout by inserting a
slot of half of wavelength λg/2 on symmetrical aspect with
the middle of the Coplanar wave guide fed line,

Table 1: Design Specifications

(1)
In above equation the the dielectric consistent of CPW fed
line is represented by εeff and f is the resonating frequency
900 MHz. The average of dielectric constants of air and of
the substrate is termed as effective dielectric constant and
is independent of the geometry.
(2)
0.5 ≤ W/h ≤ 2.0

(3)
(4)

Here S is the strip width and W is the width of hole of a
CPW fed line as shown in Fig. 1The antenna is simulated
and numerous parameters which includes Directivity, Efield pattern, H-field pattern, reflection coefficient are
analyzed by converting the slot width form λg/10 to λ/6.
The impedance of antenna with CPW feeding depends on
substrate thickness and it vary from 25 Ω to 250 Ω. The
characteristics impedance of antenna with CPW feeding is
of the order of 50Ω.

Fig. 2. Illustrates the design of slot antenna with CPW
feeding having width
fed through inductive
coupling with finite ground plane on CST Software.

2.1 DESIGN PARAMETERS.
Parameters

Dimensions/Specifications

Substrate

RT Duroid 5880 substrate

εr

2.3

3. Result & Discussion

Loss tangent

0.02

height of substrate (h)

1.59 mm

Size( l × w ) of finite
ground plane of

285 mm × 305 mm

Simulation of antenna with finite ground aircraft is
performed on CST software program.. Fig. 3 (a). Indicates
the consequences of a return loss keeping the width λg/10
of a slot antenna resonates at frequency 900 MHz. By
various the slot width to λg/6 a slightly shift in resonating
frequency from 900 MHz to 905 MHz. Return loss
observed in CST software of proposed antenna is S11= 20.65 dB at 900 MHz frequency for the slender slot
antenna with width of λg/10.

Fig. 2. Design of the CPW fed proposed antenna using CST Software.
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Fig. 3 (a). Simulated results of the S11 parameter with width

3

.

Fig. 5. Simulated results of EPlane radiation pattern.

Fig. 3 (b). Simulated results of the S11 parameter with width

.

Fig. 4. shows VSWR at 900 MHz frequency providing
good matching of impedance for the narrow slot antenna of
width
.

Fig. 5. Shows that the direction of E-field is 0 degree
having magnitude is 14.7 Voltage (dBV/m) at frequency
900 MHz for E-plane. Fig. 6. Suggests that the principle
lobe path is zero degree with essential lobe magnitude of 36.7 Ampere (dBA/m) at frequency 900 MHz for H-plane
when narrow slot antenna of width λg/10 is designed using
RT duroid substrate having εr= 2.3. By increasing the
width of the slot dimension from λg/10 to λg/4, it has been
visible that the gain of antenna is advanced from 0.6 dB to
5.2 dB with a change-off of impedance matching at
frequency 900 MHz.

Using Vector Network Analyzer, S-parameter of CPW fed
inductive coupled narrow slot antenna with finite ground
plane at 900 MHz is measured as shown in Fig. 7.
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Conclusion
In this work a inductive coupled rectangular slot
antenna having finite plane with CPW feeding is proposed.
Matching of slot antenna is proper at frequency 900 MHz.
Proposed antenna exhibit low cross polarization by using
CPW fed, low dispersion and broadside radiation pattern.
Simulated results observed on CST software for proposed
antenna has significant return loss at resonant frequency
900 MHz inserting with width of dimension
. Based
on the observed results of proposed antenna fed by CPW
with finite ground plane is suitable for RF Energy
Harvesting system.
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